
 
CO-SPONSORSHIP MEMORANDUM 

  
TO: All Legislators  
  
FROM: Sen. André Jacque 

Rep. Dave Murphy 
  
DATE: January 24, 2019 
  
RE: Co-sponsorship of LRB-0906/1, Paddlewheel Raffles 

  
DEADLINE: Thursday, February 7 at 5:00pm 

  
  
Paddlewheel raffles are very popular amongst Wisconsin's many sportsmen's clubs, civic and 
veterans' organizations, and churches throughout the state. For example a frequently used 
variation is the "meat raffle," a crowd favorite seen at events from church festivals to VFW fish fries. 
Recently, groups who hold paddlewheel raffles at special events under their raffle license are being 
informed that they are fostering illegal gambling, and are subject to up to a Class I Felony penalty. 
  
Thanks to previous legislation to end the use of a similar loophole in state law to obstruct 
Wisconsin charitable organizations, a Class B raffle license may now be used to conduct a 
"multiple−container raffle." Popular raffles such as plastic and rubber duck races at special events 
can lawfully be carried out as long as the winner in the raffle or race is determined by a drawing 
with all tickets having an equal opportunity to win. 
  
We are introducing legislation to provide similar relief for paddlewheel raffles by allowing an 
organization with a Class B raffle license to conduct such raffles without inadvertently committing a 
Class I Felony. Minnesota, where such games are also popular, has already legalized paddlewheel 
raffles for charitable groups. 
  
To be added on as a co-sponsor of this legislation, please reply to this email or contact Nik in 
Sen. Jacque's office at 6-3512 or Diane in Rep. Murphy's office at 6-7500 by 5:00pm on 
Thursday, February 7th. 
  

Analysis by the Legislative Reference Bureau 
  

Under current law, an organization with a Class B raffle license may conduct a multiple-container 
raffle or a plastic and rubber duck race as long as the winner in the raffle or race is determined by a 
drawing with all tickets having an equal opportunity to win.  This bill allows an organization with a 
Class B raffle license to conduct a paddlewheel raffle.  Under this bill, a paddlewheel raffle is a raffle 
in which a paddlewheel, a manually operated, mechanical, vertical wheel that is marked off into 
sections containing numbers or descriptions of items, after being spun, indicates with a pointer or 
marker a winning number or prize item on the wheel. 
  
Under the bill, the organization conducting the raffle must comply with certain requirements, 
including that the organization must determine the winning number or prize by the position of the 



pointer when the vertical wheel stops spinning.  If the pointer stops on top of a peg, the number or 
prize item preceding the peg is the winning number or item. 
  
 


